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HOUGHTON MIFFLIN, United States, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. An extraordinary exploration and meditation . . . [Bass] transports us along on this
wonder-filled tour, full of hardness and hope, into an otherworldly place that mirrors our own. --
National Geographic Traveler Black rhinos are not actually black. They are, however, giant animals
with tiny eyes, feet the diameter of laundry baskets, and horns that are prized for both their
aesthetic and medicinal qualities. Until recently, these creatures were perched on the edge of
extinction, their numbers dwindling as they succumbed to poachers and the ravages of civil war.
Now their numbers are rising, thanks to a groundbreaking new conservation method from the Save
the Rhino Trust: make sure that rhinos are worth more alive than dead. Rick Bass, who has long
worn the uneasy mantle of both activist and hunter, traveled to Namibia to find black rhinos. The
tale of his journey provides a deeper understanding of these amazing animals and of just what
needs to be done to protect them. Bass provides a singularly thoughtful portrait of a unique
animal, and a meditation on mankind s relationship to both it and the natural world...
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It in a single of my personal favorite ebook. It can be loaded with wisdom and knowledge You can expect to like just how the blogger create this pdf.
-- Dr . Tr a vis B er g e-- Dr . Tr a vis B er g e

Unquestionably, this is actually the very best work by any article writer. It usually does not price a lot of. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Aug ustine Pfa nner still--  Aug ustine Pfa nner still
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